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REVISTA CHILENA DE ORNITOLOGÍA
SPECIAL ISSUE
IN TRIBUTE TO DANIEL GONZÁLEZ-ACUÑA
Our first editor-in chief
The editorial committee of the Revista Chilena de Ornitología is
planning a special issue in tribute to our first editor-in-chief Daniel
González-Acuña. We invite Daniel's colleagues, friends, students, and
ex-students to be part of this proposal. If you wish to contribute to this
issue, you can do so by contributing with articles, brief communications,
comments/opinions, anecdotal stories, and photographs.
Articles and short communications should address topics related to any of the research lines that
Daniel developed. These include veterinary medicine, rescue and rehabilitation, parasitology,
epidemiology, and the natural history of birds. Comments and opinions may comprise critical reviews
about topics or concepts related to parasitology and epidemiology. Anecdotal accounts may cover
stories about any life experience that highlight Daniel's personal, academic, or scientific virtues. The
photographs may show Daniel in any of his facets and must be of high quality.
If you have already decided to submit your contribution, send us a message with the tentative title of
your manuscript. In this way, we will avoid theme redundancy and plan this special edition more
effectively. When writing your manuscript, follow the editorial guidelines of our journal. All
contributions will go through peer review to ensure a high quality of analysis, content, and
presentation. Please, send your queries, messages, and manuscripts through the official email of our
journal.
We hope to publish this issue within the second semester of 2022. The exact date will depend on the
number of contributions we receive up to August 30. For more details, do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,
Lucila Moreno S.
Co-Editor
Departamento de Zoología
Facultad de Ciencias Naturales y Oceanográficas
Universidad de Concepción
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